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Every occasion calls out for something extra, whether it's flowers you set on the table, foods to

honor a special gathering, or the selection of music. For both hostess and guest, consideration of

those around you is among the most important qualities for any enjoyable occasion. A smile and

sense of humor are also essential, and before the canapÃ©s and night lighting a good hostess is

ultimately defined by a welcoming and gracious demeanor.  In Occasions, designer Kate Spade

invites you into her world of easy, festive entertaining, where the emphasis is not on "the perfect

meal" but on having "the perfect time." It's a world where laughter and conversation at dinner parties

are encouraged and where spilled red wine on the couch is no reason to stop the music. As Kate

says, "Making your guests feel at home is truly an art and it's one worth cultivating."  Any occasion

begins with preparation, and at the outset Kate describes such basic components as lighting (votive

candles are a must); table linens, flatware, and glassware; flowers (trimmed short and tightly

massed); even bedding for overnight or weekend guests. Party shopping lists, hors d'oeuvres and

cocktail favorites, and dinner party menus are all included. An "Alphabet of Special Events," from

baby showers to tailgate picnics, is both anecdotal and useful for would-be hostesses everywhere. 

Whether you entertain a lot or a little, and whether your style is casual or formal, Occasions, with

more than 230 charming watercolor illustrations, is a handy and fresh approach to the subject, a

book to be treasured today and over the years. Above all, at any gathering "hospitality makes for

infectious fun."
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Or she would have spared me (and other buyers) from paying for her advice, information, opinions,

and knowledge on her version of "entertaining". Most of the information is irrelevant - unless you

have your own caterer, florist, maid, bellman, limo driver, party organizer and an unlimited amount

of cash. Dispensing advice on how to entertain using caterers and servers is hardly applicable to

most of us who do not entertain in a posh Manhattan apartment. The section on "Weekend activities

in the Country..." is perfect insight in to how contrived and artificial the life of Kate and Andy must

be.Although one might try and find the book humorous - in order to justify its ridiculous overpricing.

The real joke is on me the purchaser of the book as I was the one duped and the Spades are

laughing all the way to the bank.

I bought this book as a gag gift for a friend, assuming that it would be full of cutsie little ideas for

parties... maybe a few recipes and quotes and bits of ettiquette.I read it on the way home, and was

bored to tears. There's nothing I love more than entertaining and pretending to be sophisticated, but

this book was niether. It told me almost nothing that even barely related to reality, and that which

was complete common sense that any 5 year old could tell you about having friends over.I ended

up returning the book. It wasn't even worth it as a gag gift.

I anxiously awaited the release of this book, as well as the other two in the series. What a

disappointment! There is nothing in this book that is new or exciting. Kate offers the same old, tired

suggestions that you can find in any book on entertaining. The watercolor illustrations are cute but

that's about it. This book has no substance and reads more like a children's book then anything

else. For $20 these books are overpriced, as is anything with the Kate Spade name on it. Don't

waste your hard-earned money so she and her yuppy husband can laugh all the way to the bank, or

their "summer home" in the Hamptons! :-(

I agree with the other reviewer. I bought all of the books in this series and am shocked at how much

of the advice has been taken from previous authors on these topics. She is copying classics like

Emily Post and simply re-wording the text. Except for the cute drawings, this series is a waste of

money. If you want to know how to do things "correctly", read Letitia Baldridge's "The New Manners

For the '90's". It covers everything and is written by a woman with the education and experience to



know of which she speaks! Not someone who using her fashion connections to flood the magazines

and talk shows with her "discovery" of this information.

I had the opportunity to read Occasions about two months ago... and I'm still thinking about it! This

book (as well as the others in the series) was a quick read with concise, sweet bites of information.

More than finding any concrete information about throwing parties or dressing correctly, I found

inspiration in the pages of these books. Instead of merely telling me HOW to throw a party, the vivid

colors and witty drawings in this book made me WANT to throw a party. These books are succint,

bright, and happy--just like the author's handbags.

Full of watercolor illustrations, Occasions is an anecdotal book that will give you some basic fun tips

on flowers, surprises and disasters, the art of the toast, weekend activities in the country and special

events - from BBQ's to weddings. It's an interesting book to have if you are looking for short tips and

you understand the jokes, but it won'thelp you in planning and organizing a serious

occasion.-EV/Cruising Cuisine-

My friend saw this book at a house we rented for a winter girls's trip. She fell in love with it and

wanted to get it for her daughter's graduation present. I found it right away on  for a great price. I just

sent it to her daughter this week. Her Mom will be SO surprised!!!

It is a super fun book. They are a bit dated now but beautifully written and illustrated. It is always fun

to see life the Kate Spade way.Book arrived in great condition! The sticker on it with the price was a

bit hard to remove but doable!
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